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Research Motivations

Baghdad, 1988
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“Universe of all possible
accountings” (Gray, 2002)

Financial
Accounting

Social and
Environmental
Accounting (SEA)

Counter-Accounting

Gray, R. (2002). The social accounting project and Accounting
Organizations and Society Privileging engagement, imaginings, new
accountings and pragmatism over critique? Accounting, Organizations
and society, 27(7), 687-708.

Social and Environmental
Accounting (SEA)
 SEA can be articulated as a combination of accounting
(Gray et al., 1996, pp.3, 11):
 for different things (i.e. other than strictly economic events);
 in different media (i.e. other than strictly financial reports);
 to different individuals or groups (i.e. not necessarily only
providers of finance); and
 for different purposes (i.e. not necessarily only to enable
decision-making whose success is judged in financial terms).
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Corporate Produced SEA: Criticisms
Concern over the reporting deficiencies, reporting
rhetoric, and motivations underlying CSER practices.
• Completeness, reliability and dialogic objectives of CSER
questioned.

Legitimacy, stakeholder management, and masking
conflict > pursuit of democratic dialogue and
accountability.
Stakeholder engagement dominated by corporate
agenda.

Research Overview
Research Aim:

To explore the role that social movement (SM) actors can play in promoting corporate accountability
and effecting corporate social change in democratic societies.

Counter-accounting(s):
Forms of “unofficial” accountability information and reporting systems employed by social
movements to promote their causes, critique corporate conduct, and/or problematise
business-orientated framings of issues.
Social Movements:

 “…purposive and collective attempt[s] of a number of people to change individuals or societal
institutions and structures" (Zald & Garner, 1987, 'p.123) and "solve social problems" (Rao, et al.,
2000, p.244).
 Activist groups as “stakeholder groups” that represent a social movement” (den Hond & de
Bakker, 2007).
 Encompass a wide range of mobilisations.
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Research Methodology and Methods

 Methodology: Critical dialogic engagement
 Methods: Dialogic interviewing, collection of documents
and artefacts
 28 interviews (face-to-face, telephone, Skype, e-mail) with SM
actors
 11 interviews with SM and accounting academics

Emergence of Counter-Accounting

 Counter-accounting has antecedents that precedes
corporate-produced SEA
 More recent roots can be traced to the 1960’s and 1970’s:
 Social Audit Limited
 Counter Information Services (CIS).
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The Anti-Reports of CIS

“The purpose of this report is to tear away the corporate mask and
expose the company through its actions and the way in which these
affect us all.” (RTZ Anti Report, 1971)

Further Contemporary Examples of
Counter-Accounts
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SMs: Engagement Strategies
 Social movement organisations “can be distinguished according to
their ideological stance, since nearly all social movements divide into
moderate and radical factions at some point in their development”
(den Hond and de Bakker, 2007).
 Strategies: reformative vs. radical i.e. working with or against
corporations.
Continuum of strategies:
Reformative/

Radical/

Collaborative

Adversarial
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Findings:
Perspectives on Corporate Reporting
Interviewees criticised the business-case approach to CSR and corporate
SEA reporting.
Corporate-based SER – poor quality and lacking in credibility.
Two contrasting perspectives:
Some interviewees nonetheless supportive, arguing that they are a
positive development, opening up dialogue and debate around
social, environmental, and ethical corporate accountability issues.
Others highly critical of voluntary corporate initiatives, perceiving
them to be forms of “greenwash” and PR.
Regulation important but be aware of corporate lobbying and coercive
power.
POSSIBILLITIES FOR CRITIQUE: through analysis of corporate reporting.

Findings:
Counter-Accounting – the WHAT, WHY & HOW
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Findings:
Social Movement Engagement Strategies
Toolbox of action repertoires needed to challenge corporate hegemony
and effect corporate social change.
From non-participatory to participatory actions
Demonstrations, picketing etc.
Counter-accounts
Shareholder activism
Legal action
Brand damage

Interviewees were orientated towards either radical or reformative
ideologies, BUT employed both cooperative and adversarial actions.
 Social change required diversity in engagement.
 “Chains of equivalence” – across movements, academics, industry

Thank you!
Questions / Comments?
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